Texas Section AWWA Copyrights and Trademarks

The Texas Section AWWA holds the copyrights and/or trademarks on the below and reserves all rights for all use. We also protect the interests of our parent organization, the American Water Works Association and their rights and interests in all material, publications, trademarks, symbols, etc. that they own including those that they grant us, the Texas Section AWWA, permission to use.

We also protect the interests of our partners when using any of the below.

We are pretty easygoing about all of this, but we will defend our interests if abused or if we deem some other use may cause confusion.

Feel free to contact us if you have any question at 512-228-9292.

1. Our Texas AWWA Logo as seen here, and any form, color or shape it may take. This is the AWWA logo within the shape of the State of Texas. The AWWA logo is copyrighted by the American Water Works Association and we use it by permission.

2. The name of our monthly publication Texas H2O and any derivative of this name that may cause confusion, particularly any publication regarding water or the water community. This publication has been copyrighted since 1991.

   We also copyright by publication any of the editorial content within each issue

3. The words Texas Water when used to promote or refer to any training, seminar, workshop conference, etc., whether used by alone or with other words, dates, etc.

   Texas Water can only be used to refer to the annual Texas Water Conference held jointly by Texas AWWA and the Water Environment Association of Texas (WEAT), and we grant WEAT the license to use the name. This has been trademarked since 1999 and we take abuses pretty seriously.

4. TXWARN. TXWARN is the Texas Water and Wastewater Response Network, the utility to utility mutual aid program. We own the rights to any and all parts of the TXWARN network and protect our interests and the interests of our partners.

5. Texas Water Research Foundation and TWRF. We own the rights to any and all parts of the Texas Water Research Foundation and protect our interests and the interests of our partners.

6. Any and all of our training including our video satellite teleconferences and any and all materials used in any of these programs.

7. Any other activities, materials, publications, brochures, websites, training, videos, DVD’s, etc. that we create and have a right to protect our interests.